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We report the observation ofhundreds of oscillationsin oblique-incidence optical reflectivity differencefrom
a growth surface of Nb-doped SrTiO3s100d during acontinuous, pulsed-laser deposition. Similar to in-phase
specular reflection of thermal helium atoms or electrons, the optical oscillations originate from an oscillatory
change in step density on the surface and the different optical dielectric response of step edge atoms(or unit
cells) from those in the flat terraces.
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Understanding and controlling of crystal growth at the
atomic level over a wide range of physical conditions have
been at the forefront of condensed matter material physics.
One of the key enabling experimental requirements for doing
so is the capability of characterizing the morphology of a
growth surfacein situ. This is necessary because the growth
behavior is the result of complex interplay of growth condi-
tions (e.g., deposition flux, temperature, lattice mismatch be-
tween host and guest materials, surfactants, electrostatic po-
tentials) and concurrent kinetic processes at the growth
surface (e.g., intralayer/interlayer/edge mass transport, at-
tachment and detachment).1 Reflection of particle beams
such as reflection high-energy electron diffraction(RHEED),
thermal energy atom scattering(TEAS), and surface x-ray
diffraction (SXD) are primary experimental methods forin
situ characterization of crystal surface morphology under
growth and erosion conditions.2–5

Typically, prior to growth or erosion a crystalline surface
is chosen to have an average terrace widthLs.1000 Åd
larger than the coherent length or instrument widthW of a
probing particle beams,150 Åd. To probe the roughness of
the surface, one measures the specular reflection of the beam
(as a wave) under the condition that the reflected wavelets
from two adjacent terraces(separated by one atomic step) are
either in phase or 180° out of phase(antiphase). Under the
antiphase condition, the formation of a new and yet incom-
plete monolayer causes the specular reflection to decrease as
a result of destructive interference. A layer-by-layer growth,
for example, will lead to oscillation in the intensity of specu-
lar reflection with completion of each monolayer. Under the
in-phase condition, “disorderedly” located step edge atoms
scatter the incidence wave off the specular direction and re-
duce the intensity of specular reflection as the growth pro-
ceeds. In a layer-by-layer growth, when the density of step
edges goes through an oscillatory change, the intensity of
specular reflection also oscillates(but for a different
reason).6,7 In contrast to high-energy electrons or x-ray pho-
tons that are more sensitive to surface roughness under an-
tiphase conditions than under in-phase conditions, the specu-
lar reflection of a thermal helium beam under in-phase and
antiphase conditions has roughly the same sensitivity to sur-

face roughness. This enhanced sensitivity under the in-phase
condition is because the scattering cross section of a thermal
helium atom off a step edge atom is much larger than the
atomic dimension.4

Since mean-free paths of electrons and thermal energy
helium atoms are prohibitively short in an ambient other than
high vacuum, RHEED and TEAS are limited to probing
vapor-phase epitaxy in high vacuum. Surface x-ray scattering
can probe a growth surface under conditions other than high
vacuum because of much larger penetration depths of x-ray
photons. However, under the antiphase condition, the reflec-
tance of a monochromatized x-ray beam in the wavelength
range of 1 Å is,10−7 from a flat terrace. As a result, surface
x-ray scattering measurement requires high spectral bright-
ness and a high degree of collimation of a synchrotron radia-
tion source.

Specular reflection of an optical beam with wavelengths
in the range of 103–104 Å can also be used to probe the
roughness of a growth surface. Jonssonet al., Reinhardtet
al., and Kobayashiet al. have reported observation of oscil-
lations in optical specular reflection from GaAs(100) during
vapor-phase epitaxy.8–10 Quite uniquelyin these studies, the
oscillations originated from an alternating change in chemi-
cal composition of a GaAs(100) surface from being Ga rich
to being As rich during epitaxy, and these two “terminating
surfaces” having distinctly different dielectric responses at
optical wavelengths. However, in crystal growth of many
other materials, unit cells in a new monolayer are usually
fully formed during deposition such that the growth surface
appears the same except for atoms or unit cells at step edges.
In these cases oscillations in optical reflection as observed
from a GaAs(100) growth will not occur. However, Nabig-
hianet al.and Thomaset al. recently observed oscillations of
oblique-incidence optical reflectivity difference[defined as
dLnsrp/ rsd=drp/ rp0−drs/ rs0;Dp−Ds] when the latter was
used to monitor rare gas epitaxy on metals: Xe on Ni(111)
and Nb(110).11,12 Since the growth surface consists of Xe
atoms only(either embedded in terraces or situated at step
edges), the oscillations result from the oscillatory change in
step edge density, similar to the in-phase specular reflection
of a thermal energy helium beam. In this Brief Report, we
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report the observation of several hundred oscillations in
oblique-incidence optical reflectivity difference during a
layer-by-layer homoepitaxy of a perovskite oxide. Such an
optical probe to morphology is applicable to growth surfaces
under a wide range of conditions including those between a

solid and a liquid, and is much more readily implemented
than the surface x-ray scattering technique.

In the thin film limit, Zhu showed thatDp−Ds in response
to a modestly rough crystalline film on a flat substrate con-
sists of three terms,12,13

Dp − Ds >
− i4p coswincsin2winc«s
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The first is proportional to the average thicknesskdl of the
film and depends on the bulk-phase dielectric response
s«d,bulkd of the film; the second is proportional to the cover-
age of terraces and depends on the dielectric response of
atoms or unit cells in the terraces«d,terraced; the third is pro-
portional to the coverage of step edgessued and depends on
the effective dielectric response of atoms or unit cells at step
edgess«d,stepd. do is the thickness of a monoatomic layer or
the unit cell. The dependence ofDp−Ds on the incidence
anglewinc is contained in the proportionality constant and has
been verified experimentally by Landryet al.14 The change
in chemical make-up in the topmost terraces during, for ex-
ample, a layer-by-layer metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy of
GaAs(100), will cause the second term to vary oscillatorily
through«d,terrace. When the chemical make-up of the topmost
terraces no longer changes, only the density of step edges
may vary. In this case the second and third term in Eq.(1)
combine to yield an oscillatory term inDp−Ds in a layer-by-
layer growth. This is what we observed of homoepitaxy on
Nb:SrTiO3s100d.

The experiment is performed in a pulsed laser ablation
deposition(PLD) chamber equipped with a standard RHEED
apparatus and an oblique-incidence optical reflectivity differ-
ence(OI-RD) system. The base pressure in the chamber is
1310−7 Torr. We grow Nb-doped SrTiO3 on a SrTiO3s100d
substrate in a molecular oxygen ambient. The substrate is a
0.535310 mm plate with a miscut angle of 0.1° and is
attached to a stainless-steel heater plate. The temperature of
the substrate is monitored directly with an optical pyrometer.
Before deposition, the substrate is annealed at 660°C in
7.5310−7 Torr oxygen for 3 h. The RHEED pattern after-
ward consists of fine streaky features as reported by Zhao
and workers.15 The ablation target is a ceramic disk of sto-
ichiometric SrTiO3 doped with 10 mol % Nb. We use 308
-nm optical pulses from a Lamda Physik LEXTRA 200XeCl
Excimer laser to irradiate the target. A single ablation laser
pulse of 260 mJ is focused on the target to yield an energy
density close to 1 J/cm2. At this level, we deposit
,1/40 ML on the substrate for each ablation pulse. At a

repetition rate of 2–4 Hz for the Excimer laser, this yields an
average growth rate ofR=0.05–0.1 ML/s. Molecular oxy-
gen is introduced to the deposition chamber through a nozzle
that is directed at the sample obliquely at a distance 10 cm
away. The oxygen partial pressure is monitored with an ion
gauge, and the actual oxygen pressure at the substrate surface
is higher than the gauge reading.

The OI-RD system(as shown in Fig. 1) and its operating
procedure are the same as reported by Thomaset al.12 A
He–Ne probe beam is modulated from beingp polarized tos
polarized with a photoelastic modulator(PEM) at V
=50 kHz and then passes through a Pockel cell(PC) that
introduces a variable phaseFo betweens- and p-polarized
components. The resultant beam is incident on the growth
surface at an oblique anglewinc. The reflected beam
passes through an analyzer. We measure the first and
second harmonics of the modulation frequencyV in the
beam intensity after the analyzer. It has been
shown thatIsVd~I incurprs cosuAsin uAusinsFo+Fp−Fsd, and
Is2Vd~I incsurp cosuAu2− urssin uAu2d. Here,uA is the angle be-
tween the transmission axis of the analyzer(A) and thep
polarization of the reflected beam. By adjustinguA andFo so

FIG. 1. Optical arrangement of an oblique-incidence reflectivity
difference(OI-RD) technique for detecting a deposited thin film on
a substrate. PEM: electro-optic modulator. PC: Pockel cell. A: po-
larization analyzer. PD: photodetector.
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that for a bare substrate,rp0 cosuA= rs0sinuA and
Fo+Fp0−Fs0 =0, subsequentIsVd andIs2Vd in response to
deposition of a film are given by

IsVd = c1I incurp0 cosuAu2usrp/rp0dsrs/rs0dusinfsFp − Fp0d

− sFs − Fs0dg, s2d

Is2Vd = c2I incurp0 cosuAu2surp/rp0u2 − urs/rs0u2d. s3d

Since c1I incurp0 cosuAu2 and c2I incurp0 cosuAu2 can be mea-
sured separately,usrp/ rp0dsrs/ rs0dusinfsFp−Fp0d−sFs−Fs0dg
and urp/ rp0u2− urs/ rs0u2 are completely determined from ex-
periment. In the limit that the film thicknesskdl is much less
than l, it is easily shown thatusrp/ rp0dsrs/ rs0dusinfsFp

−Fp0d−sFs−Fs0dg> ImhDp−Dsj, and urp/ rp0u2− urs/ rs0u2
>2 RehDp−Dsj.

In the top panel of Fig. 2, we display
usrp/ rp0dsrs/ rs0dusinfsFp−Fp0d−sFs−Fs0dg and urp/ rp0u2
− urs/ rs0u2 during a continuous deposition of Nb:SrTiO3 up to
a thickness of 1500 Å. The deposition was done at 655°C in
an oxygen ambient of 2310−6 Torr. The lone large oscilla-
tion with a periodicity of 1212 Å in both signals results from
optical interference when a half-wave-thick, semitransparent
film of Nb:SrTiO3 is deposited on SrTiO3s100d. The period-
icity and the damping of this large oscillation yield the real
and imaginary parts of the refractive index of the deposited
Nb:SrTiO3 film at the He–Ne laser wavelength, which we
will come back to shortly. The lower panel in Fig. 2 zooms in
on the optical signals andreveals small-amplitude, small-
period oscillations that last over 300 cycles (the entire range
of deposition). The period of small oscillations is 40.3 pulses
per cycle on average and corresponds to the deposition of 1
full monolayer of Nb:SrTiO3, as independently confirmed
by RHEED oscillations. The amplitude of the small oscilla-
tions at the beginning is 2310−4 for RehDp−Dsj and 6
310−4 for ImhDp−Dsj. Unlike metalorganic vapor-phase ep-
itaxy (MOVPE) of GaAs on GaAs(100),8–10 the pulsed-laser

ablation process deposits on the growth surface the ingredi-
ents of Nb:SrTiO3 simultaneouslyandin stoichiometric pro-
portion except for oxygen content. Consequently, the oscil-
lation should not originate from an alteration in surface
termination such as from SrO plane to TiO2 plane.16 This is
supported by the AFM studies of homoepitaxy on
SrTiO3s100d by Koster and co-workers.17 These authors
found that the pulsed-laser-ablation-deposited constituents of
SrTiO3 formed SrTiO3 unit cells (0.39 nm in height) on the
growth surfacebeforenoticeable growth took place on the
surface, if not before nucleation. This means that the oscil-
lations in our optical signals come from the response to the
change in step edge density, either directly or indirectly.

Since the optical wavelengths633 nmd is much larger
than the size of an Nb:SrTiO3 unit cell s0.39 nmd, the optical
specular reflection is always under the in-phase condition
and its dependence on the density of step edges comes from
the effect described by Eq.(1), instead of Eq.(30) in Ref. 7.
Assuming that an incomplete, new monolayer consists of
compact islands, Stoyanov and Michailov have shown that
during a layer-by-layer growth,6 the coverage of step edges
varies with the coverage of the monolayeru as

us ~ 2ÎpNn/Nos1 − udÎ− Lns1 − ud. s4d

No is the density of surface atoms or unit cells on flat ter-
races;Nn is the saturation nucleation density. If the symmetry
exists between adatom islands and vacancy islands during
the growth, we should expectus~2ÎpNn/NoÎs1−udu, and in
turn Dp−Ds~Îus1−ud. This was indeed observed by Tho-
maset al. for Xe growth on Nb(110).12 Nn is a function of
deposition flux, temperature, and kinetic parameters that
characterize thermodynamic stability of nucleation and mass
transport.1,6 According to the AFM studies by Kosteret al.
under similar growth conditions, Nn/No~10−4 on
TiO2-terminated plane,Nn/No~10−3 on SrO-terminated
plane. This yields the amplitude of the step edge coverage
changedus=0.02–0.06, close to what we observed(see the
insert in Fig. 2). Theeffectivecoverage of step edges may be
larger thandus=0.02–0.06 because the region surrounding
step edges with different dielectric property or experiencing
different effective electric field may cover an area larger than
the geometric dimension of step edges.

The dependence of the optical reflectivity difference sig-
nals on the density or coverage of step edges may in part
comeindirectly from the oxidation kinetics of an incomplete
Nb:SrTiO3 monolayer, similar to configuration-dependent,
reactive-incorporation growth in MBE on GaAs(100).16 As
recently shown by Chenet al. and Feiet al.,18,19 the oxida-
tion rate of an as-grown Nb:SrTiO3 monolayer depends on
the density of step edges when the oxygenation is rate lim-
ited by surface segregation of oxygen from the bulk. This is
the case when the ambient oxygen is removed during depo-
sition. The second term in Eq.(1) can then contribute to the
observed small oscillation through«d,terrace(when the rate of
oxidation experiences oscillatory changes). The net depen-
dence ofDp−Ds on the density of step edges should deviate
from Îus1−ud. We indeed observed a different form of
small-amplitude oscillations inurp/ rp0u2− urs/ rs0u2 during the

FIG. 2. Top panel: optical reflection signals vs film thickness
during a continuous pulsed laser deposition of 10 mol.%
Nb:SrTiO3 on SrTiO3s001d at 655°C in a 2310−6 Torr oxygen
ambient; (a): usrp/ rp0dsrs/ rs0dusinfsFp−Fp0d−sFs−Fs0dg; (b)
urp/ rp0u2− urs/ rs0u2. Bottom panel: a zoomed-in view ofurp/ rp0u2
− urs/ rs0u2 between 40 and 170 Å that reveals small-amplitude os-
cillations in response to a layer-by-layer growth.
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growth of Nb:SrTiO3 in the absence of ambient oxygen. This
is a strong indication thatDp−Ds varies withus bothdirectly
and indirectly. We should note that surface segregation of
oxygen from the bulk or surface oxygen vacancyin-diffusion
is not fast enough during the continuous deposition atR
=0.1 ML/s to remove oxygen vacancies in the deposited
Nb:SrTiO3 film. As a result, the film grown in theoxygen-
freeambient is oxygen deficient, as is evident from the extra
absorption at the He–Ne wavelength(see below).

The nearly perfect layer-by-layer growth means that we
have a nonporous Nb:SrTiO3 film up to an optical thickness
of 1500 Å. By fitting urp/ rp0u2− urs/ rs0u2 vs the film thickness
(deduced from the oscillation periods) using the complex
refractive indexñNb:STO=Î«Nb:STO as fitting parameters(dot-
ted line in Fig. 2), we obtain ñNb:STOsl=633 nmd=2.61
+ i0.036. The small imaginary part of the complex refractive
index comes from the impurity states inside the band gap
of SrTiO3 induced by Nb doping.20,21 We also observed
over one hundred small-amplitude oscillations in both
usrp/ rp0dsrs/ rs0dusinfsFp−Fp0d−sFs−Fs0dg and urp/ rp0u2
− urs/ rs0u2 when ambient oxygen was removed during depo-
sition, indicating that a layer-by-layer growth was sustained
in an oxygen-free ambient. By fittingurp/ rp0u2− urs/ rs0u2 vs
film thickness in this case, we find the complex refractive
index for the oxygen-deficient Nb:SrTiO3 film ñNb:STO

O-deficientsl
=633 nmd=3.15+i0.2. A larger magnitude of the imaginary

part originates from oxygen vacancies in TiO2 planes that
induce extra defects states in the band gap of Nb=SrTiO3.

22

Our present work demonstrates that the specular optical
reflection in the form of oblique-incidence reflectivity differ-
ence is sensitive to the density of step edges on a growth
surface either directly or indirectly, similar to TEAS and
RHEED operated under in-phase conditions. A clear advan-
tage of such an optical technique is itsuninhibitedapplica-
bility to monitoring growth surfaces under a wide range of
physical/chemical conditions that may or may not be acces-
sible by electrons or helium atoms. In addition, the shape of
small-amplitude oscillations in oblique-incidence reflectivity
difference signals, when compared to models such as
us~2ÎpNn/NoÎs1−udu, reveals whether the growth is ki-
netically dominated by two-dimensional nucleation and sub-
sequent expansion of nucleated islands or by configuration-
dependent, reactive incorporation such as step-edge-
controlled oxidation. The amplitude of the oscillations
reveals whether the growth involves compact islands or den-
dritic islands. In the latter case, the density of step edges is
expected to be much higher thanÎNn/NoÎs1−udu.
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